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About This Game
An adventurous and curious water drop is trapped inside a house and needs your help to get back to the place she truly belongs
to; a nearby glistening river. Climb a pile of jars, squeeze yourself through pipes and manage to get past a fridge full of
stalactites without bursting. Use your wit to change from one state to another (liquid, solid and gas) surpassing every obstacle
thrown your way as the game’s difficulty increases.
Drop Alive combines all the right ingredients; entertainment, challenge, an exclusive soundtrack and the beauty and charm of
heartwarming, handmade illustrated scenarios, an experience both adults and children will forever enjoy and cherish.

Main Features
Have fun as you navigate through 12 different levels, each with an aesthetic and peculiarity of its own!
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Original Drop Alive exclusive music. Delight yourself with a warm and fun soundtrack of over 10 themes!
Collectables, Achievements, Cards and Full controller support.
Alternate between 3 different states; liquid, solid and gas, to overcome every obstacle thrown your way.
Leaderboards. Challenge your friends!
Warning (as in "don’t say we didn’t warn you"): Do not, by any means, let this cute little fellow fool you. Drop Alive
ain’t as easy as it seems.
12 unique unlockable Skins!

Some of the skins you might find
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Title: Drop Alive
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Invi Games
Publisher:
Ipsilon Developments
Release Date: 6 Dec, 2016
a09c17d780

English
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Fun game for toddlers and pre schoolers. Super short for those kids with short attention spans. Pretty graphics. 10\/10.. 50 hours
of puzzles in Challenge mode which consists of 560 main puzzles and 560 quick bonus puzzles.
The puzzles are VERY EASY all the way through (all 1120 of them). I prefer my puzzles with the exception of Crosswords to
be Hard\/Expert level, but I can still enjoy a puzzle if it ranges anywhere from Easy thru to Expert. Thus I was able to complete
all 1120 of them and due to that I give it a thumbs up.
To illustrate just how Easy some of them are: Hangman - 7 letter Word (English) with the clue "Day of the Week". Pretty hard
to miss that one. If it was an isolated instance I wouldn't comment, but the WordFit and the Hangman are beyond easy. Those
two types of puzzle get "epic fail" as they're well beyond easy. The rest are enjoyable enough.
Buy it on sale. Recognize that the puzzles are easy, and so long as you like easy puzzles to chew up a few hours every day you'll
enjoy this. If you can't deal with "Easy" - definitely dont buy this.
. The Relentless is a kind of arcade game where you'll need to move to dodge laser walls(fun) hit incoming missiles(alsofun)
recharge your weapon by finding floating balls in your area(not as fun) and shoot targets to score points. It is strictly this, no
bells or whistles aside from a couple different variations on the game such as a mode where 1 hit kills you and a mode where
you have a set amount of time that can increase based on score.
I like the aesthetic and the sounds. I do enjoy the core gameplay however there are some hindrances.
1. Ammo spawns are annoying and reduce fun from overall experience. An option for unliimited ammo or a different way to
reload would be welcome.
2. Game difficulty ramps up too quickly.
3. UI is confusing and at times annoying. Choosing power up in that one mode isn't fun. The UI should be out of sight while
playing to create a clear game experience. Less distractions the better.
4. Overall I would enjoy this game if it improved on its deficiencies.
Finally, while there is nothing wrong with using high score as you main goal, it would be nice if there were levels to progress
through (could even change color schemes the further you progress) and perhaps some form of reward for progress made
outside of steam achievements.
Sadly in this form I can only recommend you give it a try and not to buy.. You construct a space station, fill it with crew and
modules, try to make money and expand your space station.
After 15 minutes, you have pretty much seen everything. At that point all you are doing is expanding your space station. It gets
meaningless because there are some significant bugs which the developer has failed to address.
Not worth purchasing at this time.. Another update with no info on what it is.... Very crude. Due to FSX default aircraft
limitations, ILS, VOR, AP, and ATC, kinda matters in a 747-400. The mission architect could have at least set you up on a
aligning VOR for approach, eg KANSAI mission (consult the landing charts). When you look at knee board the mission details
or landing plates have not been added, a bit lazy. $10 doesn't go far. It is a bit like calling a dot to dot a sketch. Love the idea,
there just needs to be more collaboration, like sell the missions bundled to utilise proper Aerosoft style Airbus or Boeing to give
better ILS, VOR and AP. If people are landing these missions in big jets, very well done, its nothing like the real thing, you
would make a great test pilot. I am aware of FSX limitations, it just isnt "real world" enough for me. If you dont know what I
mean, buy an add on A320 and learn the VOR \/ ILS landing in free flight mode. VOR lines you up horizontally with the centre
line, very oldschool, ILS Laterally and will autoland you depending on the airport. Or just use VOR and fly in manual.
. The F355 is an absolute dream to drive in PC2.
That alone was worth it, but everything else is an extra bonus.. Only nine holes at the moment which take about 20 minutes to
beat. Solid control system and worth the $3.
I look forward to more holes and a custom map editor that the developer has mentioned is on their to-do list.. Buy Steam | Leave
EGS
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I really want to like this game, its is really close to being good. It just isn't quite good enough for what i hoped to get out of a 15
euro game.
My main problem with this game is the gameplay. Almost every level is one of two things, either it is easy to a point of being
boring or it is annoying. The powers you get early in the game just make it so that you can get almost anywhere pretty easily,
and the times where it isn't easy, is when you are fighting the controls because the movement in the game is chaotic.
And even when there is a level wherein it is difficult to get the star, the best strategy is of often just to jump at it and hope for
the best. It isn't a puzzle, you just try and often succeed. (And yes there are proper puzzles in the game but they are few and far
between.)
I found the artstyle to be wierd and not that good. But others seem to like it, so take a look at some of the screenshots and judge
it yourself.
The story is the main positive of the game, and it was the only reason why i felt compeled to continue playing. I just dont think
its good enough to be the reason why you buy the game at full price.
In summation. The best strategy for almost every level is "jump at it and hope for the best" which make the gameplay boring.
The story is good, but not quite good enough. Wait for a sale.. Trackmania is a brilliant game! Unfortunately, the developer has
made access to the game extremely difficult. I quit playing this game about two years ago. I recently redownloaded hoping the
account and Trackmania Hub issues were fixed. The issues are still present and I still cannot access the game. I have stadium
and canyon, neither works. The Hub comes up with empty "tiles". Couldnt create a new account. The forums and online
searches are no help. Just make the game launchable without having to go to the Trackmania Hub. I usually dont play online..
Great little game. The puzzles weren't challenging, but they were still enjoyable. Pretty fun game and a worthy addition to the
collection of every fan of point and click adventure games! This game is certainly worth its price. Great job, developer - hoping
to see more games from you in the future.. This map is okay. The buses work really good and you can change the IBIS language
to German if the Spanish is too confusing. The map itself features a couple of lines and shuttle lines. There are lines that give
you over an hour of driving so I'm sure you'll enjoy plenty of hours in this map. The only down side is how the doors work on
the bus. If you have more than 1 exit door it's usually a system where you toggle the door openers and people can open the door
they want to use. but in these buses you have to manually open both exit doors so you'll need to change some settings when you
play this map.. crashed after my second play but fun ig giv it a uninstall. Charming game. Worth the \u00a310 I payed for it no
doubt.
There are some glitches and bugs though. For example, the 3rd boss killed me but when I went back it was gone. Maybe it was
the Minke :s
Also, I would love a newgame+ mode where you can get the bosses to respawn.. This is were it became masked forces....
there are multiplayer lobbies still but everyone changes teams to the winning one so if the other team is loosing just switch to
them and then it will be you vs. the whole lobby

FOR SOME REASON THERE IS NO RPG SELF DAMAGE SO EVERYONE JUST USES THAT ALL THE TIME, THERE
IS LIKE NO DRAWBACK ANYMORE.
the game is still easy though. if you stay in an open part of the map to dodge rockets with the MP5 you can kill anyone before
they get to you with RPG spam.
you can have fun if you are even moderately good at aiming 5\/10. This game is unplayable for me. I had to sit down after only a
few minutes of playing. The play area is constantly rotated and jumps\/lags a lot. I almost fell down a couple of times. Also, the
poor water shader gave me a headache.. pretty fun game, getting more into it than I was with overwatch. Worth an install!
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